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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in diffusion MRI tractography permit the generation of dense weighted structural
connectomes that offer greater insight into brain organization. However, these efforts are hampered
by the lack of consensus on how to extract topological measures from the resulting graphs. Here we
evaluate the common practice of removing the graphs’ weak connections, which is primarily intended
to eliminate spurious connections and emphasize strong connections. Because this processing step
requires arbitrary or heuristic-based choices (e.g., setting a threshold level below which connections
are removed), and such choices might complicate statistical analysis and inter-study comparisons, in
this work we test whether removing weak connections is indeed necessary. To this end, we
systematically evaluated the effect of removing weak connections on a range of popular graphtheoretical metrics. Specifically, we investigated if (and at what extent) removal of weak connections
introduces a statistically significant difference between two otherwise equal groups of healthy
subjects when only applied to one of the groups. Using data from the Human Connectome Project,
we found that removal of weak connections had no statistical effect even when removing the weakest
~70-90% connections. Removing yet a larger extent of weak connections, thus reducing connectivity
density even further, did produce a predictably significant effect. However, metric values became
sensitive to the exact connectivity density, which has ramifications regarding the stability of the
statistical analysis. This pattern persisted whether connections were removed by connection strength
threshold or connectivity density, and for connectomes generated using parcellations at different
resolutions. Finally, we showed that the same pattern also applies for data from a clinical-grade MRI
scanner. In conclusion, our analysis revealed that removing weak connections is not necessary for
graph-theoretical analysis of dense weighted connectomes. Because removal of weak connections
provides no practical utility to offset the undesirable requirement for arbitrary or heuristic-based
choices, we recommend that this step is avoided in future studies.
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Removal of weak connections 1
1. Introduction
Brain connectomics focuses on obtaining a comprehensive graph of the connections in the brain (the
so-called ‘connectome’, Sporns et al., 2005). One method to infer such a graph is to use diffusion
MRI fibre-tracking to estimate the macroscopic axon fibre bundles that interconnect brain regionsof-interest defined typically by brain parcellations. Each reconstructed fibre track is referred to as a
streamline, and from a set of streamlines (tractogram), it is possible to compute a structural
connectome (e.g., Hagmann et al., 2008). The exact methods used to compute the graph from
diffusion MRI streamlines tractograms can have a large influence on connectome characteristics, and
the effects of a number of methodological aspects have been examined previously (de Reus and van
den Heuvel, 2013; Smith et al., 2015a; van Wijk et al., 2010; Yeh et al., 2016). This article focuses
on an important step in the analysis process, where one needs to choose which of the connectome’s
connections to retain before performing graph-theoretical analysis.
Because traditional fibre-tracking methods cannot reliably quantify the strengths of
connections in the brain (Jones et al., 2013), many studies have opted to discard connection strengths
altogether and run graph-theoretical analysis on binary connectomes. The simplest method to
compute a binary connectome is to generate a weighted connectome (where each edge is often coded
by the number of streamlines connecting the relevant pair of regions-of-interest) and then binarize it,
i.e. setting edges that have at least one streamline to “1”, and edges with no streamlines to “0”.
However, if binary connectomes are computed in this simple way, that would cause weak connections
to be indistinguishable from strong connections often backed up by several orders of magnitude more
streamlines, thereby completely losing the putative biological heterogeneity of fibre connection
strengths (Markov et al., 2011; Ypma and Bullmore, 2016). The weak connections (which are often
assumed to be spurious, i.e. false positives) would then influence the subsequent graph analysis to an
extent that may be undesirable (Zalesky et al., 2016). To circumnavigate this problem, the
binarization of the connectome is usually preceded by the removal of weak connections1 (see Fornito
et al., 2013; Hagmann et al.; Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2017; Vasa et al., 2018). These two steps
combined are referred to in the literature as “thresholding”. While effective in solving the problem of
weak (possibly spurious) connections having too much influence, removal of weak connections
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Given that there is no effective method to date to differentiate between real and spurious connections (Thomas

et al., 2014; Maier-Hein et al., 2017), indiscriminate removal of weak connections is used as a common strategy in
practice.
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Removal of weak connections 2
introduces its own confounds; in particular, it requires one or more arbitrary or heuristic-based
choices (e.g., connection strength threshold).
Advanced probabilistic tractography methods that take advantage of voxel-level modelling
that resolves crossing fibres (Tournier et al., 2011) can be combined with quantitative tractography
methods (Christiaens et al., 2015; Daducci et al., 2014; Girard et al., 2017; Lemkaddem et al., 2014;
Pestilli et al., 2014; Reisert et al., 2011; Sherbondy et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2013) to enable the
computation of dense weighted connectomes. Such connectomes can quantify connection strength
more reliably (Smith et al., 2015a), and thus, this information can be preserved and directly used for
graph-theoretical analysis (binarization is not necessary). In principle, this approach should provide
a deeper understanding of the brain as a network by reflecting the large range of connection strengths
(Bassett and Bullmore, 2016) rather than simply discarding this information (Rubinov and Sporns,
2011); not surprisingly, dense weighted connectomes are increasingly being adopted by the research
community (e.g., Conti et al., 2017; Oxtoby et al., 2017). As their name implies, dense weighted
connectomes also include many more potential connections in the brain (i.e. high connectivity
density). This is an advantage compared with binary connectomes which are sparse in nature; unlike
weighted graphs, a fully or almost-fully connected binary graph simply does not encode any
meaningful information on topology.
It might be expected that a shift from binary connectomes to dense weighted connectomes
would render obsolete the problem of the over-influential weak connections, specifically so because
the binarization step is not utilized anymore. Perhaps surprisingly, however, the same strategy of
removing weak connections is still frequently applied also to dense weighted connectomes; a practice
which we will refer to as pruning (for a recent example, refer to Kamagata et al., 2018; see Rubinov
and Sporns, 2010) . Because pruning may have substantial effects on subsequent graph analysis
(Drakesmith et al., 2015; Fornito et al., 2013), we seek here to thoroughly investigate its effects on
dense weighted connectomes, thus providing much-required guidelines for optimal processing of this
class of connectomes. Without a standard approach to pruning in such connectomes, comparable
studies might arrive at different conclusions due specifically to differences in methodology. Worse
yet, it is possible that in dense weighted connectomes, pruning might actually be disadvantageous; if
so, then studies that utilize this strategy may be unnecessarily compromised. For this reason, the
current study not only evaluates the benefits of pruning, but also its potential drawbacks.
In general, pruning has some fundamental disadvantages, and thus should be carefully
considered before use. From a methodological perspective, the method with fewest assumptions
should be preferable; this may therefore advocate omission of the pruning step entirely, if it requires
arbitrary or heuristic-based design choices and/or parameters yet is not beneficial to the analysis
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(Fornito et al., 2013; van Wijk et al., 2010). In order to perform pruning, one must indeed choose the
pruning method – for instance, (a) subject-wise by connection strength threshold, by removing all
connections up to a given connection strength; (b) subject-wise by connectivity density, by removing
enough of the graph’s weakest connections such that it is reduced to a given connectivity density; or
(c) group-wise (as explored in Perry et al., 2015) -- as well as any parameters requisite for that method
(see Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). It is of note that some studies perform their statistical analysis using
several pruning parameter values in an attempt to alleviate this issue, but this approach has its own
limitations (see Drakesmith et al., 2015; Fornito et al., 2013; Rubinov and Sporns, 2011).
The present work evaluates the effects of pruning on graph-theoretical metrics of dense
weighted connectomes. Our goal is to critically assess whether this processing step entails enough
advantages to graph-theoretical analysis of this class of connectomes to outweigh any possible
drawbacks, the aforementioned and others. Because the analysis of weighted connectomes gives more
weight to strong connections than to weak ones (importantly, there is no binarization step to equate
them), the influence of weak connections might be reduced intrinsically. Thus, in practice, pruning
might be redundant (see Bassett and Bullmore, 2016). To the best of our knowledge, however, this
theoretical consideration has not yet been explicitly tested in dense weighted connectomes. Here we
explore the effects of several pruning methods (using a range of pruning extents for each method) on
selected graph-theoretical metrics derived from empirical dense weighted connectome data. Based on
our observations, we then make recommendations for best practise.2
2. Methods
We analysed 100 pre-processed adult datasets from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) (Van
Essen et al., 2013), which were acquired on a customized Siemens Magnetom Skyra 3T MRI system
using a multi-band pulse sequence (Feinberg et al., 2010; Moeller et al., 2010; Setsompop et al., 2012;
Xu et al., 2012). The diffusion imaging protocol consisted of 3 diffusion-weighted shells (b = 1000,
2000, and 3000 s/mm2), 90 diffusion-weighted volumes each, and 18 reference volumes (b = 0
s/mm2). For distortion correction, all images were additionally acquired with reversed phase encoding
(Andersson et al., 2003). Other diffusion-weighted imaging parameters were: 145 x 145 matrix, 174
slices, 1.25 x 1.25 x 1.25 mm3 voxel size, TR/TE = 5520/89.5 ms. The HCP pipeline incorporates
image reconstruction with SENSE1 multi-channel (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013), and diffusion imaging
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A preliminary version of this work was presented at the 26th Annual Meeting of the International Society for

Magnetic Resonance (Civier et al., 2018).
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distortion correction (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015, 2016). The HCP data also include high
resolution T1 anatomical images, acquired using the 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo
sequence (MPRAGE) (Mugler III and Brookeman, 1990) with 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7 mm3 voxel size, TR/TE
= 2400/2.14 ms, and flip angle = 8°.
We also analysed 10 healthy adult datasets that we acquired on an in-house, clinical-grade
scanner (Siemens Skyra 3T MRI system). Informed consent was obtained from each participant prior
to the study. The diffusion imaging protocol consisted of 64 diffusion-weighted volumes (b = 3000
s/mm2) and one b = 0 s/mm2 volume acquired using a twice-refocused spin-echo echo-planar imaging
sequence (Reese et al., 2003). For distortion correction, two b=0 volumes with opposite phase
encoding were also acquired (Andersson et al., 2003). Other diffusion-weighted imaging parameters
were: 96 x 96 matrix, 60 slices, 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm3 voxel size, 8200 or 8400 ms TR, and 110 ms TE.
High resolution T1 anatomical images were acquired as well, using a 3D MPRAGE sequence with
0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 mm3 voxel size (256 x 256 matrix, 192 slices, TR/TE = 1900/2.64 ms).
Separate processing was performed on the HCP and clinical-grade diffusion MRI data. Where
not stated explicitly, processing was performed using the MRtrix3 software package
(www.mrtrix.org). To further process the “minimally pre-processed” HCP data, we first applied biasfield correction (Tustison et al., 2010). This was followed by multi-shell multi-tissue constrained
spherical deconvolution (CSD) (Tournier et al., 2007; Tournier et al., 2004) to model white matter,
grey matter and cerebrospinal fluid (Jeurissen et al., 2014), with a maximum spherical harmonic
degree Lmax = 8. The diffusion MRI data from the clinical-grade scanner went through our entire preprocessing pipeline that includes denoising (Veraart et al., 2016a; Veraart et al., 2016b), Gibbs ringing
removal (Kellner et al., 2016), geometric distortion correction (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016;
Smith et al., 2004), as well as the bias-field correction mentioned above. We then applied the multishell multi-tissue CSD algorithm to model white matter and cerebrospinal fluid with the same setting
used for the HCP data (Lmax = 8).
Following the initial processing, connectomes were generated in an identical fashion for both
datasets using MRtrix3. For each subject, tractogram construction included several steps: generation
of 10 million probabilistic streamlines using the 2nd-order Integration over Fibre Orientation
Distributions algorithm (iFOD2, Tournier et al., 2010) and anatomically-constrained tractography
(ACT) (Smith et al., 2012), with dynamic seeding (Smith et al., 2015b), FOD amplitude threshold
0.06, step size which is half of voxel size (i.e. step size of 0.625 mm for HCP data, or 1.25 mm for
clinical-grade data), length of 5-300 mm, and backtracking, i.e. possibility for tracks to be truncated
and re-tracked if a poor structural termination is encountered (Smith et al., 2012). To make
quantification of connectivity biologically meaningful (Smith et al., 2015a), each streamline was
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assigned a weight, computed using SIFT2 (spherical-deconvolution informed filtering of tractograms,
see Smith et al., 2015b). Based on each subject’s tractogram, an individual connectome was computed
using 84 regions-of-interest (‘nodes’) parcellated in native space (cortex and cerebellum using
freesurfer, Desikan et al., 2006; subcortical regions using FIRST, Patenaude et al., 2011, see Smith,
2015a), with connection strengths calculated by summing the weights of the relevant streamlines.
Intra-node connections, which accounted for up to half of the total connection strength in the graph,
were excluded before further analysis (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010).
The graph-theoretical metrics (weighted versions) interrogated in this study included: global
efficiency, betweenness centrality, characteristic path length and modularity (Q-index) (Rubinov and
Sporns, 2010), calculated using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010);
vulnerability (Iturria-Medina et al., 2008) and clustering coefficient (Zhang and Horvath, 2005).
Vulnerability and clustering coefficient metrics, as well as subsequent statistical analyses, were
calculated using in-house Matlab routines (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA., USA). The clustering
coefficient variant proposed by Zhang and Horvath was used, as a previous study found it to be more
appropriate for dense weighted connectomes (Yeh et al., 2016) compared to the commonly-used
version (Onnela et al., 2005).
To examine the contribution of weak connections to these metrics, we analysed each
individual’s connectome separately. At each instance, we removed from the given connectome all
weak connections up to a certain extent, keeping only the X% strongest connections of the graph
(from all possible graph connections). X%, which is the connectivity density of the resulting pruned
connectome (will be referred to as target density), ranged from the density of the original unmodified
connectome (no pruning), and down to 0% density (all connections pruned). At each target density
X%, we then quantified a range of key weighted graph-theoretical metrics. Moreover, we converted
each metric from its absolute value to a relative change from the baseline value (i.e. the value for that
metric as calculated on the original unmodified connectome).
Our initial qualitative evaluation simply involved plotting, for each metric and for each
subject, the relative change from baseline (as defined above) when the subject’s connectome is pruned
to different target densities. We also examined relative changes in the group mean metric values
(separately for each dataset). To calculate the group mean value for a specific target density, we
pruned all individual connectomes to that density, calculated the graph-theoretical metric for each
individual, and averaged these values across subjects. As the original graph density varies across
individuals, if not all individual connectomes of a dataset could be pruned to a particular target
density, no group mean was calculated for that density. For example, because the HCP cohort includes
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a subject whose connectome had a baseline density of 78%, we calculated the mean values of the
HCP dataset for all densities ≤78%.
To investigate when pruning is consequential in the statistical sense, we tested which extents
of pruning can significantly differentiate between two groups of healthy adult connectomes, i.e.
generate a statistical difference between the groups when applied to only one of them. For this
experiment, we drew two groups of subjects from our 100-subject HCP cohort by randomly splitting
it in half. We repeated the experiment 1000 times to ensure the results are not dependent on a specific
split. The complete analysis was performed as follows, separately for each metric:
1. For each of 1,000 repetitions:
i. Randomly split the HCP cohort into two equal groups (50 subjects in each):
“pruned” and “unpruned”.
ii. For every feasible target density X% (i.e. a density where a mean can be
calculated, see previous paragraph):
(1) Prune the connectomes of those subjects in the “pruned” group to the
target density X%, but leave the connectomes of the subjects in the
“unpruned” group unmodified.
(2) Calculate graph-theoretical metric value for all subjects.
(3) Generate t-statistic by performing two-sided t-test between metric values
of the “pruned” and “unpruned” groups.
(4) Generate null distribution by doing the following for each of 10,000
repetitions:
a. Randomly permute the group labels ( “pruned” and “unpruned”)
b. Perform two-sided t-test between metric values of the permuted
“pruned” and “unpruned” groups.
(5) From the t-statistic calculated in 1.ii.(3), and the null distribution
generated in 1.ii.(4), produce a nonparametric p-value.
2. For every feasible target density X%:
i. Report the number of repetitions (out of the total of 1,000) for which the p-value
calculated in 1.ii.(5) was less than 0.05.
It should be noted that due to the nature of the analysis, some splits will result in groups that
are significantly different even without any pruning taking place: this is an inevitable consequence of
statistical testing over large samples where small sample-specific differences might erroneously lead
to the rejection of the null hypothesis (in about 5% of cases). That said, because our analysis includes
many splits, the existence of these few outliers is expected to be evident in the result plots (these few
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splits will have significant p-values all along the density range), which should permit us to effectively
disregard them during evaluation.
We performed two additional analyses to a subset of the HCP data (10 subjects chosen
arbitrarily) to investigate the generality of the overall observations to variants of our analysis
approach. The first analysis employed a different pruning method: instead of pruning individual
connectomes to a certain density, we removed from individual connectomes all connections whose
strengths are below a certain threshold. The second analysis employed a different parcellation scheme
for connectome computation: a higher-resolution ‘Laussanne2008’ parcellation. The Laussanne2008
parcellation is based on a FreeSurfer parcellation (Desikan et al., 2006) whose regions are
subsequently subdivided, such that all the resulting smaller regions are approximately equal in size
(Hagmann et al., 2008). We utilized the Laussanne2008 parcellation image (234-regions version),
and nonlinearly transformed it onto each of our 10 HCP subjects. This was performed using the
Nipype interface (Gorgolewski et al., 2011) of the connectome mapper toolkit (cmtk;
http://www.connectomics.org) (Daducci et al., 2012). As a larger number of regions in these
connectomes leads to a larger number of potential inter-areal connections, for this analysis we
constructed tractograms with 70 million rather than 10 million streamlines.
3. Results
3.1. Qualitative analysis
The 100 dense weighted connectomes computed for our HCP cohort had an average density of 89.9%.
Fig. 1 shows the effect of pruning on the graph-theoretical metrics (weighted versions) of 10
representative individual connectomes, as well as on the group mean graph-theoretical metrics,
calculated on the whole cohort of 100 connectomes. Examining the panel for the global efficiency
metric from left to right (high to low target densities for pruning), it is evident that there is not much
change in this metric value, even when pruning down to very low densities. If we take for example a
±5% change from the baseline value as a criterion (i.e. ±5% from the metric calculated on the original
unmodified connectome), the decrease in global efficiency did not exceed -5% all the way down to
about 6.5% target density. Moreover, this behaviour characterized all subjects, as evident by the
strong similarity between the trajectories of the 10 representative individuals (circle in Fig. 1 shows
the point of exactly -5% decrease in the group mean). Similar trends were observed in betweenness
centrality and characteristic path length, albeit with somewhat greater inter-subject variability. The
trend of limited change from baseline down to a low target density applied also to vulnerability, with
the difference that the metric increases rather than decreases with lower densities. Another
observation from Fig. 1 is that for the first four metrics in particular, once they begin to deviate from
the baseline value with lower target densities, a high rate of change is reached very quickly.
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<Insert Figure 1 here>

In contrast with the first four metrics in Fig. 1, in the lower two metrics (clustering coefficient
and modularity), changes in the metrics due to pruning commenced at higher densities, and were also
more gradual. Using the same criterion as above, the point of exactly ±5% change in the group mean
modularity value is at 25.1% target density. Down from this target density, the modularity metric
initially changes gradually, but with the change rate accelerating as density approaches 0%. The case
of clustering coefficient is unusual: exactly +5% change in group mean occurs at 36.3% target density
(the highest figure across all metrics studied), but at about 10% density, the metric turns from
gradually increasing with lower density, to rapidly decreasing with it (the vulnerability and
modularity metrics exhibited a comparable effect, but the switch in the direction of change occurred
there at extremely low densities that are not meaningful to graph-theoretical analysis of
connectomes).
The analysis of global efficiency also showed that pruning did not introduce any detectable
change, not even in a single subject, down to a target density of 25% (Fig. 1, top, square; changes are
detected at the default precision provided by Matlab, double-precision floating-point). Moreover, for
most of the individuals, global efficiency was resistant to change down to even lower target densities
(range of densities for the group 11%-25%, median 14%; the small changes, where they occurred, are
too small to be observed in the figure). This trend of complete insensitivity to pruning across most of
the target density range was consistent across the first four metrics. Fig. 2 demonstrates these findings
qualitatively: pruning one of the connectomes from a baseline connectivity density of 93% to a
density of 31% (i.e. removing two thirds of the connections) revealed no detectable change from
baseline value in any of the first four metrics examined.

<Insert Figure 2 here>

3.2. Quantitative statistical analysis
To quantitatively investigate when pruning is consequential, we tested which pruning extents can
generate a statistical difference between two groups of otherwise similar connectomes when applied
to only one of the groups. Fig. 3A demonstrates this analysis for a representative group split of our
HCP cohort; shown are the graph-theoretical metric means and standard deviations (SDs) (for the
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“pruned” and “unpruned” groups) that were used to calculate a p-value for each target density
analysed. We repeated the analysis on 1000 random splits of the original cohort, and Fig. 3B shows
the p-values as a function of target density for 20 of these splits (each line represents an individual
split).3 Fig. 3C summarizes the results of these statistical tests by showing the number of splits (out
of 1000) that resulted in a significant group effect (p < 0.05) for each target density analysed.

<Insert Figure 3 here>

The results shown in Fig. 3C address the fundamental question of “Does pruning have an
effect?”, by demonstrating the likelihood of detecting a significant change from baseline at p < 0.05
due to the application of a pruning step. When applying very little pruning or a lot of pruning, the
answer is the same for all metrics. At very little pruning (target density > 50%), a significant change
from baseline is detected in only around 50 of the 1000 splits. This does not support an underlying
effect, as at least ~5% rejections of the null hypothesis are expected to always occur when performing
many statistical tests, whether an effect exists or not (see Section 2). Conversely, applying a lot of
pruning (target density < 10%) does have an effect as it introduces a statistically significant group
difference across all metrics investigated, regardless of how the subject data are split randomly into
“pruned” and “unpruned” groups. This is evident by a significant group difference being detected in
all 1000 splits. The transition between these two behaviours however does differ slightly between the
metrics. For the first four metrics in Fig. 3 (global efficiency, betweenness centrality, characteristic
path length, and vulnerability), this transition in the effect of pruning occurs relatively sharply at a
target density of 10-15%. For the last two metrics (clustering coefficient and modularity), on the other
hand, it is not predictable whether or not pruning will have an effect within the wide target density
range of ~20-60%. In that range, the number of splits where a significant group difference is detected
is anywhere from ~50 and above.

3

Note that at each target density where the “pruned” and “unpruned” group means cross each other, the p-value

increases up to 1 and then immediately decreases. Depending on the direction of change that pruning induces on each
metric, and on the order between the original means of the “pruned” and “unpruned” groups at each random split, a
crossing may occur at least once somewhere along the target density range. Moreover, due to the aforementioned unusual
behaviour of the clustering coefficient, for that metric there is often a crossing at 10% density as well.
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The results of repeating the main experiment with modifications to the experimental design
are shown in Supplementary materials: Supplementary material S1, using clinical-grade data acquired
in-house; Supplementary material S2, using an alternative pruning method based on connection
strength threshold; Supplementary material S3, using a higher resolution parcellation scheme, with
smaller, equally-sized regions. Overall, the results from these additional analyses replicate the general
findings reported in the main text, showing that our observations should be generalizable to other
connectomics experiments if similar tractography techniques are used for connectome generation. It
should be noted however that despite the overall agreement, there are minor differences in some of
the analyses included in Supplementary material S3. They will be addressed at the relevant point in
the discussion (Section 4.1.4).
4. Discussion
The goal of this study was to critically evaluate the utility of pruning in the analysis of dense weighted
structural connectomes. To this end, we examined the effects of different pruning extents applied to
connectomes of healthy adult individuals. Specifically, we examined how pruning to different
connectivity densities modifies key (weighted) graph-theoretical metrics, and the behaviour of the
metrics as a function of the target density.
4.1. Empirical evaluation
As will be further discussed below, our empirical analyses revealed that, in general, there is no extent
of pruning that is beneficial for dense weighted connectomes. As the effects of pruning varied with
target density (including any potentially detrimental effects), we will separate the discussion into two
gross pruning levels: light-to-moderate pruning where the pruning step is not consequential (the part
of the density range from high target densities to densities as low as 30%, or even 10% for some
metrics), and heavy pruning where the pruning step is consequential, but also has ramifications
regarding the stability of the statistical analysis (the rest of the density range).
4.1.1. Light-to-moderate pruning
In computation of binary connectomes, removal of weak connections, for example, through
thresholding using a connection strength threshold greater than 0, is primarily required to solve the
problem of the over-influential weak connections (van Wijk et al., 2010; Zalesky et al., 2016). In
weighted connectomes this problem might be obsolete, but because many weak connections are
probably still spurious, it is presumed that the removal of weak connections is required nonetheless.
This apparent presumption is however contradictory to our results. We showed that unlike binary
connectomes, in dense weighted connectomes removal of weak-to-moderate strength connections is
actually non-consequential: pruning to densities as low as 10-30% (depending on the particular
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metric) did not produce any significant effect on the graph-theoretical metrics studied here. If lightto-moderate pruning is non-consequential, it obviously cannot be a solution for any underlying
problem such as spurious connections.
This demonstrates that weak-to-moderate strength connections in dense weighted
connectomes in practice make a negligible contribution to the calculation of the weighted graphtheoretical metrics studied here. In this class of connectomes, therefore, the influence of spurious
weak connections is effectively minimized even without any pruning performed (and a by-product of
this, of course, is that also real weak connections weigh less in metric calculation). This behaviour is
a direct outcome of two factors combined. First, the contribution of individual connections to
weighted metrics being directly dependent on the connections’ strength. And second, the long/heavy
tail connection-strength distribution across many orders of magnitude observed in the connectomes
analysed here and in previous studies (Smith et al., 2015a).
The per-edge connection-strength distribution that characterize our connectomes is presented
in Fig. 4 and Table 1. It is striking that the weaker 80% connections of the graph are concentrated in
a very small range of low connection strengths (~ 0-1,000), whereas the 20% strongest connections
are spread over a large range of much stronger strengths (~ 1,000-90,000). Within this extreme
distribution, most connections are very weak compared to the strongest connections in the graph, and
their contribution to global metric values is accordingly very small. It is important to note that such a
connection-strength distribution was demonstrated in brains across species (Ercsey-Ravasz et al.,
2013; Oh et al., 2014), and thus is expected to characterize connectomes generated with other
algorithms as well, as long as they adequately capture the underlying biology.

<Insert Figure 4 here>

<Insert Table 1 here>

In light of the above discussion, it becomes clear why the behaviour of binary connectomes
is radically different from that of weighted connectomes. The binarization step applied in the
computation of binary connectomes wipes out the connection-strength distribution of the original
weighted graph (see Section 1), making all connections equal in strength. The connections that were
originally weak have then the capacity to contribute just as much as even the strongest connections
of the brain. If removal of weak connections is not applied, this can have considerable consequences
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(Fornito et al., 2013), and especially so if the original graph included spurious weak connections
(Zalesky et al., 2016).
4.1.2. Heavy pruning
The topology of the strongest connections in the connectome is considered to be more important for
global brain organization than the topology of the rest of the connectome’s connections (Drakesmith
et al., 2015; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Heavy pruning removes all but the strongest connections of
the connectome, which is supposed to eliminate confounds that somehow masks/reduces statistical
effects relating exclusively to the topology of the strongest connections (Fornito et al., 2013; van
Wijk et al., 2010).
Examining our results, it is evident that when pruning to low enough target densities (<10%
or even just <30%, depending on the metric), the removal of weak connections is indeed
consequential. Therefore, unlike for light-to-moderate pruning, we cannot unequivocally reject the
option that heavy pruning is overall beneficial, and a more detailed analysis is warranted. Below, we
suggest mandatory criteria for pruning to be justifiable, and evaluate heavy pruning against them.
4.1.3. Criteria to justify pruning
We suggest two mandatory criteria to evaluate whether it is justifiable to prune a connectome from
its original density to a target density:
1. The pruning must lead to a predictably significant effect on the values of the graph-theoretical
metric; if it does not, then the pruning step serves no purpose.
2. Following pruning, the value of the metric should not be density-sensitive, i.e. it should not
be strongly dependent on the particular target density chosen. The reasoning is as follows: If
the value of the metric is density-sensitive at the target density, then the particular value of
that metric for an individual subject will be dependent on two additional factors other than
underlying graph topology. First, the density at which the metric begins to deviate from its
value at the original unmodified connectome (a density which may vary between subjects),
and second, the rate of change of that metric as a function of density (which may vary between
subjects as well). In such a scenario, not only does interpretation of any observed significant
result becomes exceptionally difficult, but any statistical result may be unstable with respect
to the precise density chosen.
Fig. 5 provides a diagrammatic representation of a hypothetical case where these criteria are
satisfied across a particular range of target densities, and contrasts it against our empirical data. The
cyan lines in Fig. 5 follow the same conventions as the lines in Fig. 3C; each line shows the number
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of random splits of a healthy cohort into “pruned” and “unpruned” groups that exhibit statistically
significant group difference. In order to satisfy criterion 1 above, the line should be at or near 1000
at the target density, indicating that a significant effect is predictable. The orange lines in Fig. 5 follow
the conventions of the black lines in Fig. 1; each line shows the relative change in the group mean
metric value (compared to the group mean metric value of the original unmodified connectomes). In
order to satisfy criterion 2, the line should be approximately flat in the vicinity of the target density,
indicating negligible sensitivity to density. The black box in Fig. 5A indicates the range of target
densities where these criteria are satisfied in our hypothetical case (i.e. a “sweet zone”). Pruning to
any of these densities has a predictably significant effect, and at the same time, metric value does not
become density-sensitive.

<Insert Figure 5 here>

Next, we evaluate what gross pruning levels satisfy both criteria. As discussed above, lightto-moderate pruning is not consequential for any metric examined and thus it does not even satisfy
criterion 1. On the other hand, heavy pruning is consequential for all the metrics, hence, it does satisfy
the first criterion. We shall now evaluate whether heavy pruning also satisfies criterion 2.
Examining Fig. 5B, it is evident that when heavy pruning satisfies criterion 1 (at target
densities where the cyan lines are at or near 1000), criterion 2 is generally not satisfied (orange line
is not approximating a flat line). This is unlike the “sweet zone” in the hypothetical case in Fig. 5A
where both criteria are satisfied (cyan line at 1000 and orange line is flat). Heavy pruning thus brings
the metric into a connectivity density range where it is density-sensitive, and this constitutes a
potential important source of inter-subject variability as explained above. The inter-subject variability
of the point where the metrics begin to deviate, and of the rate of change, can be appreciated by
observing the behaviour of the metrics at that range (range of low densities) in Fig. 1.
It should be also noted that after heavy pruning of a dense weighted connectome, the resulting
connectome is of course much sparser. Interestingly, studies on sparse weighted connectomes showed
high sensitivity to density as well (Drakesmith et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2018). We would like
emphasise, however, that our results are not replicating the previous studies but are rather new
findings. The reason is that similar sparsity does not automatically imply similar sensitivity to density,
and the relationship between sparsity and density-sensitivity needs to be shown for every class of
connectomes separately. The previous studies investigated connectomes generated using
deterministic tractography (i.e. the output of the fibre tracking algorithm is a sparse connectome), and
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we investigated connectomes generated using probabilistic tractography (i.e. the output of the
algorithm is a dense connectome, which is then turned into a sparse connectome by means of heavy
pruning).
4.1.4. Evaluating special cases of pruning
Although heavy pruning does not generally satisfy both criteria 1 and 2, there is a notable exception.
It occurs in the analysis of the clustering coefficient, at about 10% target density, the point along the
density range where the metric gradually turns from increasing with lower density to decreasing with
lower density. At that target density, the cyan line in Fig. 5B (clustering coefficient panel) is at 1000
(i.e. the effect of pruning is predictively significant), whereas the orange line is just lightly curved
thus approximating a flat line (indicating low sensitivity to density). However, the orange line
indicates the change in the group mean metric value and not in individual subjects. The trajectory for
individual subjects actually varies (see red curves in Fig. 1, clustering coefficient panel), which in
practice, makes the usefulness of this target density limited: although some subjects will have
approximately flat trajectory at that point, others will not. Moreover, for some subjects the transition
from increasing to decreasing with lower densities is sharper (not approximating a flat line), which
would introduce even additional variability.
A behaviour similar to that observed in the clustering coefficient (shift from increasing to
decreasing) is also associated with betweenness centrality and characteristic path length, calculated
on the connectomes we computed using higher-resolution parcellation (supplementary material S3).
However, the curvature at the point of the shift is even sharper, and thus, the reservations mentioned
above apply to a greater extent.
4.1.5. Wrapping it all together
We examined the effect of the whole range of pruning extents on several variants of our analysis
approach (see also Supplementary Materials). The results show that only heavy pruning is
consequential. However, regardless of the utility of this processing step (if any), heavy pruning also
increases inter-subject variability considerably at most target densities, which may lead to unstable
statistical results. This makes heavy pruning largely inadequate for dense weighted connectomes.
Based on these results, we conclude that performing no pruning is the best option available.
4.2. Arguments for pruning that do not apply to dense weighted connectomes
Our conclusion that omitting the pruning step is the best option for dense weighted connectomes
might appear contradictory to other motivations for pruning. Below we discuss why these
considerations are not applicable to dense weighted connectomes.
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One reason that pruning is advocated is to obtain a connectome that has small-world
properties, as this is considered a fundamental characteristic of the brain across species. While binary
connectomes need to be of low density to achieve small-worldness (and thus removal of all but the
strongest connections is usually required), this is not the case with dense weighted connectomes,
which have small-world properties despite their high density (as long as metrics appropriate for
weighted graphs are used, see Bassett and Bullmore, 2016; Yeh et al., 2016). It is also argued that
some graph-theoretical metrics require a minimum level of graph sparsity to be applicable (Fornito
et al., 2013; Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2017). However, these are again criteria specific to binary
connectomes, as weighted graph-theoretical metrics are designed to be applicable across the whole
range of connectivity densities.
Because original individual connectomes often have different connectivity densities, the
pruning step is often applied to fix connectivity density across subjects (Sotiropoulos and Zalesky,
2017). This removes possible variabilities due to the dependence of graph-theoretical metrics on
connectivity density (Fornito et al., 2013; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; van Wijk et al., 2010).
However, in contrast with the sensitivity to density we indeed observed at low target densities (see
Section 4.1.3), graph-theoretical metrics are completely insensitive to density at the high connectivity
densities of the original connectomes (no difference between subjects at the left-hand side of Fig. 1).
Moreover, even if the average density across subjects differs between two studies of the same
population (e.g., if due to differences in measurement noise, more weak connections are discovered
in one study than the other), that will not automatically lead to a disagreement in the results; at high
densities, group-mean metrics are not sensitive to density either (Fig. 3A). We may conclude then
that for dense weighted connectomes, there is no need to set a common connectivity density via
pruning.
Another suggested motivation for pruning is to minimize the adverse effects on graphtheoretical metrics, both of spurious connections and missing real connections, i.e. connections that
exist in the brain but are not captured by the fibre-tracking algorithm (Zalesky et al., 2016). Zalesky
et al. calculated the optimal target density for such pruning to be in the range of 40-50% in binary
connectomes, but no such recommendation has been made to date for weighted connectomes. It is of
note, however, that if similar figures apply to weighted connectomes, extending the range of target
densities up to the maximal possible density (i.e. no pruning, which is our recommended approach)
would make little difference. The connections added to the connectome when increasing target
density above 40% are weak (regardless of their classification into spurious or real connections), and
as we showed above, their contribution to metric values is negligible.
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4.3. Light-to-moderate pruning is generally not detrimental
It is important to note that the conclusions from our empirical analysis are two-fold – we showed that
pruning as a whole is unnecessary for dense weighted connectomes, but we also showed that in the
case of light-to-moderate levels of pruning, the removal of connections is not causing harm either; in
fact, for some of the studies published prior to our recommendations, the level of pruning used is
likely to fall into this latter category. However, the precise point where the effect of pruning shifts
between not causing harm and being detrimental depends on the connection-strength distribution of
the connectome studied, and this in turn relies on factors such as data acquisition and diffusion
tractography techniques utilized. Therefore, we suggest that in cases where pruning is performed after
all (for example, if future insights will indicate that pruning has benefits that we have not considered),
the quantitative results presented here could serve as a guideline for the extent of pruning that is likely
to have limited consequences in connectomes generated from HCP-quality or clinical scanner-grade
MRI data, and using advanced tractography techniques.
4.4. Heavy pruning is detrimental
In contrast with light-to-moderate pruning, heavy pruning does have drawbacks that make it
impractical in practice. Specifically, the sensitivity to the connectivity density of the resulting graph
introduces inter-subject variability, and this may make any statistical result unstable and difficult to
interpret. Therefore, we strongly recommend against it unless the drawbacks can be somehow
mitigated.
One possible approach to overcome the drawbacks of heavy pruning is to try several pruning
extents, with the goal of finding a range of extents where inter-subject variability is low enough to
allow stable statistical results. This introduces however a problem of multiple-comparisons (Fornito
et al., 2013; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). The most popular solution for this newly-generated problem
is to calculate the area under the curve (AUC) of the statistic across different extents of pruning.
However, this solution still requires to arbitrary specify a range of pruning extents and is generally
insensitive to effects limited to narrow ranges (Fornito et al., 2013). Drakesmith et al. (2015) proposed
an alternative data-driven technique that identifies a range of pruning extents, within which all levels
produce a statistically significant effect in the data. Using permutation correction, this technique can
also decide if this detected sustained effect is larger than what would be expected by chance. This
solves the multiple-comparison problem as well as the need for an arbitrary choice of parameters.
While these authors showed the merit of their technique only for the case of sparse weighted
connectomes, it might be also effective in the dense weighted connectomes investigated here.
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Despite the advantages of the Drakesmith et al. (2015) technique, there are some potential
limitations. First, Drakesmith et al. mention that interpreting significant results obtained using their
technique can be challenging, for example, if the technique selects different density ranges for
different metrics. This is a likely scenario in dense weighted connectomes given the range of
behaviours demonstrated by weighted graph-theoretical metrics (Fig. 1). Second, it is not clear if the
technique would prove sensitive enough when using pruning by connectivity density, as the paper
where it is presented only explores pruning by connection strength threshold (Drakesmith et al.,
2015). Pruning by connection strength threshold may raise challenges in data interpretation, and thus,
is a less viable option. For example, if two groups have different distribution of connection strengths,
such a pruning approach might result in different connectivity densities across the groups (Fornito et
al., 2013), which leads to biases (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; van Wijk et al., 2010). A rejection of
the null hypothesis by the technique might then be a consequence of trivial differences in connectivity
density, putting into question any interpretation related to topology (Fornito et al., 2013; Sotiropoulos
and Zalesky, 2017). More comprehensive investigation of these points is warranted but is beyond the
scope of the present study.
4.5. Graph-theoretical metrics that rely on shortest paths
As discussed above, light-to-moderate pruning is non-consequential for the first four metrics studied
(global efficiency, betweenness centrality, characteristic path length, and vulnerability), and heavy
pruning is consequential for these metrics only from target densities of about 10% and lower. Indeed,
Fig. 1 shows that the values of these metrics barely change through most of the density range. Yet, a
rather surprising finding from the analysis is that for part of this range (down to pruning densities of
about 20%-30%) we could not detect any change in metric value, and that was true for all individuals
(see squares in Fig. 1). This can be contrasted with the other two metrics, where changes in metric
values, albeit too small to be visible in Fig. 1, were detected even for the smallest extent of pruning
(indicated by the squares appearing at high target densities).
There are two factors contributing to this extreme insensitivity to pruning. The first factor is
that the first four metrics (but not the last two) require the identification of the shortest path between
each pair of regions in the graph, with metric value being calculated exclusively based on the
connections in these paths (ignoring the rest of the connection in the graph). Moreover, in contrast to
binary graphs, where shortest path is defined as the smallest number of connections that need to be
visited to travel between a pair of nodes, for comparable metrics to be calculated in weighted graphs,
a measure of ‘length’ must be derived for each connection, typically taken as the reciprocal of its
strength (the most popular definition of connection ‘length’, which we also used here); the shortest
path is then the sequence of connections with the minimum sum of connection ‘lengths’. Due to the
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use of a reciprocal, a path made of stronger connections will have a lower sum of connection ‘lengths’,
and is therefore more likely to be identified as a shortest path. The biological motivation is that
stronger neural connections are capable of carrying more information, and thus are more likely to
provide the routes for information transfer in the brain.
The second contributing factor is the long/heavy tail connection-strength distribution reported
above (see Section 4.1.1). In this distribution there are relatively few very strong connections that are
several orders of magnitude greater than the majority of connections in the graph (Fig. 4 and Table
1). Yet, there are enough of these strong connections such that they can be combined to travel between
each pair of regions without the need to visit any weak connections en route. Although these paths
made exclusively of strong connections might include several connections each, each path will still
have a total low sum of connection ‘lengths’ (as the reciprocal of the strength of each individual
strong connection is extremely low).
The combination of these two factors - the conventional definition of shortest path in weighted
graphs, and the characteristic connection-strength distribution of dense weighted connectomes - has
a large impact: for each possible pair of brain regions, the path with the minimum sum of connection
‘lengths’, i.e. the shortest path, is one of the exclusively-strong-connections paths described above,
and strikingly, this is the case even if two regions are directly connected by a weak connection (see
Fig. 6). The strong connections will be then the only connections that weigh into the calculation of
the four graph-theoretical metrics mentioned above (i.e. those that rely on shortest paths). This
explains why these metrics are not affected by pruning of only the weaker connections of the graph:
because the weak connections are effectively ‘bypassed’ during metric calculation, their removal has
no effect whatsoever.

<Insert Figure 6 here>

4.6. Relationship to findings from studies on weighted structural connectomes
In contrast with our conclusions, the literature includes some claims that weak connections do play
an important role when computing graph-theoretical metrics of weighted connectomes. However, the
connectomes examined in previous studies differ from our connectomes in at least three important
parameters: tracking algorithm, number of streamlines and connectivity density. Drakesmith et al.
(2015), for example, evaluated the contribution of weak connections using a connectome generated
using deterministic tractography (rather than probabilistic tractography like here), and thus their
connectomes were sparse (rather than dense) (for comparison between tractography methods, see
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Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2017). Moreover, the tractogram used for connectome computation was
manually edited by removing connections, which made the resulting connectome even sparser. As
metrics were shown to be very sensitive to connectivity density in sparse connectomes generated
using similar methods (Yan et al., 2018), this is highly likely the reason that the authors found the
contribution of even a single weak connection to be statistically significant (given that
adding/removing connections obviously affects density). The magnitude of contribution to a metric
value by a single weak connection was augmented further due to the relatively small number of
streamlines constructed by Drakesmith et al. (resulting in the strongest connection having weight of
about 500) compared with the number of streamlines constructed here (strongest connection has
weight of ~90,000, see Table 1). Relatively speaking, a connection with strength of 1 in Drakesmith
et al.’s study may be equivalent to a connection with strength of about 200 here (in between the 60th
and 70th percentile in our typical connection-strength distribution, see Table 1). These methodological
differences explain why Drakesmith et al. conclude differently than us that weak connections have a
strong adverse effect, and thus must be removed by pruning.
4.7. Relationship to findings from studies on functional connectomes
It is often the case that studies on weighted structural connectomes borrow processing methodologies
from the literature on functional connectomes. Despite the fact that dense weighted structural
connectomes are almost fully connected (and thus resemble weighted functional connectomes which
are by definition fully connected), we strongly advocate against it. This is owing to the simple
observation that the connection-strength distribution is very different between these two classes of
connectomes: long/heavy tail distribution in dense weighted structural connectomes (see Fig. 4)
versus approximately Gaussian distribution in weighted functional connectomes (see Fornito et al.,
2013). As mentioned above (Section 4.1.1), connection-strength distribution is a major deciding
factor in the behaviour of weighted graph-theoretical metrics, and unless explicitly demonstrated, it
should not be assumed that connectomes with different connection strength distributions behave the
same.
An example of weighted functional connectomes whose connection-strength distribution
indeed makes them behave differently than dense weighted connectomes is a class of functional
connectomes presented by Ginestet et al. (2011). These functional connectomes are generated by
applying a transformation to the original connection-strength distribution, such that the values (i.e.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient) in the original range of -1 to 1 are shifted up and rescaled to the
range of 0 to 1. This solves the problem of having connections with negative weight, but for typical
original distributions (e.g., Fornito et al., 2012), also leads to the weakest connection in the graph
being approximately twice as weak as the strongest connection (Ginestet et al., 2011). Ginestet et al.
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formally showed that, with this type of connection-strength distribution, the shortest path between
any two nodes will always be the direct connection between them. No weak connections will be then
‘bypassed’ by stronger ones, and the extreme insensitivity to pruning observed in dense weighted
connectomes (see Section 4.5) would not be present.
4.8. Limitations
A limitation common to all systematic studies on graph-theoretical metrics is that only a specific set
of metrics can be investigated. For our results to be maximally applicable to readers, we focused here
on the most popular metrics. We ensured, however, that the metrics chosen are varied enough (e.g.,
some rely on shortest paths and some do not) to represent a wide range of metric behaviours. It is also
of note that we restricted our analysis to the most common definition for each graph-theoretical
metric. The only exception is clustering coefficient, where the popular definition proposed by Onnela
et al. (2005) was shown to be too strongly dependent on density at high connectivity densities (Yeh
et al., 2016). Comparison between different definitions of graph-theoretical metrics is outside the
scope of this study.
As with other related studies (Drakesmith et al., 2015; Zalesky et al., 2016), another limitation
of our study is that all the graph-theoretical metrics considered are global (i.e. take into account the
whole graph and represent its topology using a single number). The investigation of the effect of
pruning on metrics that characterize graph topology in a more spatially localized manner (e.g., hubs,
rich-club, etc.) warrants future study, as some graph topology traits are known to be poorly captured
by the global metrics.
This study is also limited by the fact that tractogram construction and subsequent connectome
computation were performed using a single pipeline, with a fixed set of parameters. Our pipeline is
considered the state-of-the-art in its class in terms of biological accuracy (Smith et al., 2015a; Yeh et
al., 2016), but we cannot rule out that the specific techniques or parameters used had an effect on
resulting graph topology, or on its sensitivity to pruning.
5. Conclusions
Dense weighted structural connectomes are becoming increasingly common with the use of state-ofthe-art fibre tracking methods, but there is no consensus on how to treat the many weak connections
that these connectomes include. Our results showed that removal of the weak connections (i.e.
pruning) is overall not beneficial; hence, we recommend on the assumption-free no pruning approach.
Choosing not to remove weak connections, one avoids an extra analysis step (which can complicate
the pipeline) as well as the need to select an arbitrary pruning method and threshold level (or levels).
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Such arbitrary or heuristic-based choices make studies difficult to compare with each other, and
worse, might lead to unstable statistical results at large pruning extents.
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Table 1. Values at different percentiles of the connection-strength distribution shown in Fig. 4.
Percentile
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Fig. 1. The effect of pruning on graph-theoretical metrics (weighted versions) of dense weighted structural
connectomes. For each graph-theoretical metric, the relative change in the metric (compared to the original unmodified
connectome) for different target densities is shown both for 10 representative subjects (red lines) and the mean of all 100
subjects (black line; see Section 2 for the calculation of the group mean). Red crosses: the connectivity densities of the
original unmodified connectomes of the 10 representative individuals (i.e. no pruning applied). Squares: examining the
panels from left to right, the first target density where at least one of the 100 individuals has a detectable change in metric
value relative to the original unmodified connectome. Circles: examining the panels from left to right, the first target
density where the change in group mean relative to the baseline group mean reaches +5% or -5%.
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A

B
Original unmodified connectome
Connectivity density 93%

Pruned connectome
Connectivity density 31%

Global efficiency = 5778.8370583162
Betweenness centrality = 294.4285714286
Char. path length = 0.0002537220
Vulnerability = 0.0070212400

Global efficiency = 5778.8370583162
Betweenness centrality = 294.4285714286
Char. path length = 0.0002537220
Vulnerability = 0.0070212400

Fig. 2. Pruning produces no detectable change from baseline in four key graph-theoretical metrics (weighted
versions) down to relatively low densities. In this example, (A) shows the original unmodified connectome of one of
the subjects from Fig. 1, and (B) shows the same connectome pruned down to 31% density. It is of note that despite
removing two thirds of existing connections, there was only a minor effect on the sum of connections strengths in the
graph, which was reduced from 5,122,728 at baseline to 5,005,006 after pruning. The change is minor because the
connections removed were relatively weak (for this connectome, a 31% target density corresponded to a connection
strength threshold of 273). Colorbar shows connection strength. Missing/removed connections are in black.
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A

B
Group means and SD
(for 1 cohort split)

C
Statistical tests
(for 20 cohort splits)

Significant tests
(out of 1000 cohort splits)

Fig. 3. Statistical analysis of the effect of pruning on graph-theoretical metrics (weighted versions) calculated in
dense weighted connectomes. (A) Means (dashed lines) and standard deviations (SD, dark and light grey bands) for
graph-theoretical metrics of “pruned” (red) and “unpruned” (blue) groups of connectomes for a representative split of the
original cohort. Data are shown for the range of feasible target densities (see Section 2). The means and SDs of the
“unpruned” group are constant, thus shown as flat lines and bands. (B) p-values for the comparison between the graphtheoretical metrics of “pruned” and “unpruned” groups; for visual clarity, results are shown for only 20 out of the 1000
random splits. The horizontal black line at the bottom of each panel marks p = 0.05. (C) For each target density, the
number of splits out of 1000 where the “pruned” and “unpruned” groups had significantly different (p < 0.05) graphtheoretical metrics.
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Fig. 4. A histogram of edge-wise connection strengths in a representative HCP subject (the same subject from Fig.
2). It shows that strong connections have strengths of up to ~90,000, whereas most connections of the graph, marked in
red (~80% of connections), have strengths of no more than ~1,000. The right panel is a zoomed version of the shaded
region in the left panel. See also Table 1 for the exact values at different percentiles of the connection-strength distribution.
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A
Hypothetical acceptable scenario

B
Actual metrics analysed

Fig. 5. Comparison between the consequences of pruning in a hypothetical acceptable scenario and empirical data.
(A) Hypothetical acceptable scenario. We have hand-drawn these trajectories to demonstrate when our two criteria for
pruning would be satisfied (see Section 4.1.3). (B) Empirical behaviour of the metrics studied. Shown over all feasible
target densities are: the number of cohort splits where pruning only the subjects in the “pruned” group leads to a significant
group effect (cyan; see Fig. 3C for more details), and the relative change in the mean of the metric which is induced by
pruning (orange; see Fig. 1 for more details). The hypothetical scenario includes a “sweet zone” (black rectangle), i.e. a
range of target densities where pruning produces a predictable effect (cyan line is at the maximum of 1000), and the
metric is insensible to density (orange line is flat).
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Fig. 6. The nature of shortest paths in dense weighted connectomes. Due to the conventional definition of shortest
path (the path with the minimum sum of connection ‘lengths’, with length being the reciprocal of connection strength),
and the characteristic distribution of dense weighted connectomes (long/heavy tailed), weak connections might be
effectively ‘bypassed’ during calculation of metrics that use the shortest path definition. Shown is a toy example
illustrating that for traveling between the nodes X and Y, an indirect path made of 4 strong connections (blue) has a lower
sum of connection ‘lengths’ than a direct path made of a single weak connection (red). The shortest path between X and
Y will be then the blue rather than the red path.

